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Influencer marketing - 
Introduction  

As an influencer marketing platform, Lefty gathered exclusive results from an exhaustive 
study of influencer marketing as applied to the beauty industry. 

Who are the brands in this growing market? What are their strategies? What are the 
specifics of the German market? How do influencers and audiences behave? Here is a 
review of a thriving industry on Instagram. 
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The study was realized over the first quarter of 2019 (01/01/19-03/31/19) using our 
AI-based indexing technology that captures all European influencers (<3.5k followers) 
active in the beauty sector. 

Definitions
- Active influencer: has mentioned a brand or product within the period of the study. 
- Beauty influencer: has mentioned a beauty brand or product and/or published at least 
two beauty brand-related posts during the time of the study. 
- EMV (Earned Media Value): estimates the media value of all beauty-related publications 
by influencers. Determined by cataloging beauty content through Lefty proprietary index 
technology, this figure leads to an estimate of each post’s impression and a CPM 
association of 15€.
- Engagement rate: 3 months average ratio of likes over followers.

Note: influencers who didn’t post any beauty related content during 2019 Q1 do not 
appear in this study.

Study methodology



Top 50 brands in Germany
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EMV (k€) PostsInfluencers

Brand performance during 2019 Q1



Baby Brands

Profile: Born with the internet, fairly small 
brands yet firmly established in the beauty 
industry.
Strategy: They adopt trendy approaches to 
appeal to new generations: vegan policies, 
celebrating natural beauty and positivity, 
etc. 
e.g. Pixi, essence, Nabla, theBalm

Traditional Brands

Profile: World-renowned brands with 50+ 
years history selling cosmetics, skincare, 
fragrance, etc.
Strategy: High-end influencers (e.g. 
@carodaur). These brands preserve their 
prestigious image while adopting digital 
trends.
e.g. Chanel, Dior, YSL, Armani, L’Oréal 

Digital Natives

Profile: International and local hits, 
instagram born and grown brands.
Strategy: Influencers and celebrities 
who used their fame to digitally launch 
their own brands. Typically generate 
organic posts.
e.g. Beetique, Huda, Fenty, Charlotte 
Tilbury

Speciality Brands

Profile: brands that only sell a specific 
kind of product (e.g. haircare). 
Strategy: Due to the specificity of what 
they sell, these brands generate more 
“one-shot” paid partnerships and less 
organic publications.
e.g. ghd, Dyson Hair, Schwarzkopf

Legacy Cosmetic Brands

Profile: Makeup pure player brands 
firmly established for decades.
Strategy: Leaders of the industry, they 
adapted their economic model to 
influencers. Their content feels like 
traditional magazine-like advertising.
e.g. NYX, Anastasia, Benefit, MAC, Too 
Faced

Brands’ profile and strategy
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Retailers

Profile: Physical or online stores that sell 
products from other brands. 
Strategy: The retailer status is increasingly 
threatened by brands developing their own 
online shopping options.   
e.g. Beauty Bay, Rossmann, Purish, Douglas

Breakdown of EMV generated by brand categories
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Germany’s best: spotlight on 
leading brands

This is the typical case of a top influencer starting their own brand after gaining widespread 
popularity. Genuine authority figures, these famous millennials can count on their faithful 
followers to purchase their products. 

Germany’s most popular influencer Dagi Bee generated 87% of EMV for 
Beetique, a German-based cosmetic brand that she founded. Dagi Bee 
created Beetique in 2018 and generated €207k EMV with her brand in the first 
quarter of 2019. On top of her 5.7 million followers, her brand’s instagram 
pages added 178k followers to her German-based community (71% of her 
audience is from Germany). In 2014, she also launched her clothing line. Her 
brand channel @dagi_shop has  gathered 604k followers.

   @beetique

International top influencer Huda launched her own brand in 2014. The 
brand generated close to €500k in Germany alone, i.e. 17% of the 
industry’s total EMV in the country. Unlike German influencer Dagi Bee 
who creates most of her brand’s media value, Huda has become such an 
international hit that influencers across the globe generate thousands in 
EMV mentioning her brand.    @hudabeauty

Huda leads with less ambassadors than NYX but more posts mentioning her brand. Her 
popularity goes hand in hand with the trusted relationship she has with her audience, 
which leads to a massive amount of organic publications.

Post Frequency of top brands in Q1

Average number of posts per influencer mentioning the brand
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Number of followers (k) Engagement rate

German beauty influencers: 
leaders of a dynamic market
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Representing only 3% of German beauty influencers, top influencers generate almost 50% of 
the industry’s EMV. Micro and macro influencers bring in the rest with approximately 25% 
each. 

from 100,000 to 300,000 
followers

from 10,000 to 100,000 followers

80 
influencers

 210 influencers

2,610 influencers 

Beauty influencers ranked by number of followers 

Top

Macro

Micro

Germany has a unique beauty market dominated by new, digital brands (26 brands of Top 50) 
and an astonishing number of micro influencers. The average engagement rate for German 
beauty influencers (3.4%) is significantly above average (2% on Instagram), indicating that they 
maintain a close relationship with their followers. 

EMV per type of influencer

Top 10 beauty influencers in Germany 
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Types of content
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Makeup as the main source of content production

Makeup content posted on social 
media changed the beauty industry. 
Influencers and brands highly privilege 
advertising through beauty tutorials 
and Instagram posts because it’s so 
efficient for users. 

Instagram in particular works wonders 
with makeup content because of the 
format: it’s simple, straightforward, easy 
to access, and most of all, people start 
trusting brands if they see that their 
favorite influencers use their products 
and recommend them.

 

Number of mentions per genre 

@pamela_rf

Most popular publications
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Germany’s best: spotlight 
on leading influencers
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With 248k followers and an 8.84% 
engagement rate (vs 1.84% for 
@carodaur), @nathaliebby generated 
22% of Too Faced’s EMV, 19% of 
Huda’s, 29% of Anastasia’s and 11% of 
NYX’s. These 4 brands are in the top 5 
of Germany’s leading brands. Behind 
her are influencers with 400k-2m 
followers. 

With 1.9 million followers, @carodaur  is 
one of Germany’s biggest influencers. 
Due to her typical content (pictures of 
her style) she is more of a lifestyle 
influencer than a beauty expert. As a 
brand ambassador, she collaborates 
with a select few brands: Prada, 
Valentino, etc.

What does that tell us about the German market? 

It means that macro and micro influencers who are also beauty experts are highly efficient for 
generating media value. Beauty brands should privilege influencers that are less selective 
regarding their collaborations and direct themselves towards influencers that might have 
smaller communities but a higher engagement rate and a bigger impact on their audience. 

Breakdown of German beauty 
influencers by genre*

Breakdown of beauty publications 
by influencer type*

@shirindavid

*Numbers based on the 30 German beauty influencers with the most followers. 

Only 33% of German beauty influencers are “beauty experts” (i.e. exclusively produce makeup 
content). These generate 75% of all beauty-related content.
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Best practice of top 
performing brands

Content as currency

Influencers support themselves by way of their content, which 
builds their legitimacy, their community and therefore their 
notoriety. Choosing the right brands to collaborate with is crucial 
to their development strategy. As a result, there is a careful 
selection process for establishing partnerships with brands. A 
successful partnership is based on the quality of a brand’s content 
and its ability to seduce the influencer’s audience in the long term. 
By collaborating with influencers, brands cultivate the creative DNA 
of their content and reach other target audiences.

Own the relationship

The goal of influencer marketing is to create a win-win situation, 
in which brands and influencers are combining to produce quality 

content. The two sides have to listen to each other in order to 
maintain an unmediated relationship. For that reason, and 

because managing a growing number of relationships is difficult, 
brands will often choose to work with a well-established group of 

influencers with whom they expect to maintain a privileged 
relationship.

Always On

For top performing industry brands, influencer marketing is a 
strategic communication chain that is constantly being activated. 
A successful influencer program meets two requirements. First, 
influencers are adopting brand highlights (product launches, 
evergreens). Second, influencers are offered activations during 
weak periods (sending products, informal meetings that are 
suitable for publications, etc.). If these requirements are met, 
brands are sure to maintain constant visibility in influencers’ 
content.

@xlaeta

@annamariadamm

@bonniestrange
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Established in 2015, Lefty is a platform that optimizes business influence marketing 
strategies around the world. Based on proprietary, state-of-the-art technology, Lefty 
supports brands in influencer identification, design, implementation, and optimized 

management of their social media influence marketing campaigns.

For more information: https://lefty.io 

Questions or concerns:
sales@lefty.io

About Lefty
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